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The entire Regulatory Guide concept has one guiding principle:

If you have a reg fulde that says you are right, you're clear

h$ihiPwNS"kemonstratedintheregguidesonemployeetrainingand
qualification. Instead of worryfing whether the emplo$ees in question
are truly capable of theirjobs, the NRC staff substitutes the
phrase, "the requirements are included on ANSI N 45.2.6 1978
are acceptab1'e th the NRC staff andprovide an adequare basis for com-
plyingwithpertinentQfA requirements of App B to 10 CPR 5...f"
No where does it say.that the employee shall be able to do the @ '

-

job for whisth he is j$ hired to do ! The staff substitutes form

( a piece of paper ) for substance ( th ability to o the job.)
'

Operator error at TMI#2 on 3/28/79 exacerbates the continuing

problem of substituting form for substance a[ NRC and in the
nuflear industry.

I DEMAND that the reg guide be withdrain and rewritten and follows":

1. A_section on what qualification errors were involved on the actions

of employees IH WMn at TMI#2 on 3/28/79 an ow to avoid
repeating said erroes.

2. Morely referring t document and saying its ok is not enough.
,,

This gives contractors an excuse to use only those parts of a

reference with which they are confortable. Put those parts of ANSI

which are important in this reg guide.
'

3.Donotdqpendonindustrystandards!TMI#@2on3/28/f9
is ndujtry standard.

4. Benator Schweicker zequested a GAO report on Employee tr. lining and
qualification. Add this GAO report on NRC triining to your

'

ofreferencesanmakeitreq([redreadingforwhomeverwtiteflist

these stupid re ides on employee training , qualification and

what have you
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